The unstoppable journey
Our commitment to responsible excellence

2021

Sustainability and high
quality combine in our idea 

of responsible excellence, 

a road we will never tire of
travelling because it fuels 

our aspirations and pushes
us to improve day after day.

Federico Gualtieri
President of Filpucci S.p.A.
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Executive Summary
Key achievements 2021
Certifications:

RAS, SFA Cashmere Standard 
and NATIVA™

Economic results:

+50% +143%

compared to 2020

Turnover
Supply chain:

Investment in plant

and equipment

100%

of outsourced processing (spinning, dyeing,
winding and minor processes) carried out in Italy
Preferred materials*:
*The complete list of
certifications and
trademarks included in the
counting can be found in the
box on page 15.

LCA:

40%

Raw materials that fulfil criteria of reduced
environmental impact and/or protection of
social rights or animal welfare, of which 

50% preferred virgin and 50% recycled raw
materials
First life cycle assessment of four recycled
yarns carried out: up to 91% lower CO2eq

emissions compared to virgin wool yarns

Higg

Index:
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Assessment of the company's environmental
impact through the Higg Facility Environmental
Module (Higg FEM), with third-party
verification

Our story
Filpucci is a historic company in the Italian
textile district that works through an
international structure and a dense network
of centres and plants specialising in the
production of creative yarns for high-end
knitwear.

Recognised around the world as a trendsetter, thanks
to epoch-making innovations such as viscose yarn
for knitting and the voluminous, super lightweight
Soffili™ yarns, we work alongside prestigious Italian
and international fashion brands to transform ideas
into creations par excellence.
Since our company was founded in 1967, we have never
stopped focusing on creativity and innovation. We have
always liked to anticipate trends and drive change with our
continuous offering of high-end yarns, and for many years
now we have been persistently pursuing our commitment
to responsible production from the perspective of the
environment, society and animal welfare.
4
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Starting with the partnership we signed
in 2015 with Re-Verso™ (an Italian
production network supplying highquality yarns, fabrics and knitwear
made from recycled materials), our
focus on sustainability has grown year
by year, as has the amount of
certifications we have obtained and the
percentage of materials within our
collections that have a reduced
environmental impact and are
respectful towards animal welfare.

Our commitment was also recognised when we won the
“Stefanino d’oro” Award in 2020, a prestigious award given
to companies in the Prato district that stand out for their
culture and ability to do business in an ethical way that
respects the values of work and competition.

5
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Our sustainability vision
Ambition, innovation and responsibility
are the pillars of our sustainability vision
and the core values that guide our work.
Our inexhaustible spirit of adventure and quest for
excellence have characterised all our projects for
over 50 years. Out of this passion came our desire to
take action to address - and in many cases anticipate
- the challenges of sustainability in the textile sector.
From our first recycled cashmere yarn (the 'clean
soul' Ninetyfive) to the search for ever-developing
product certifications, right through to actions to
improve the energy efficiency of our production
processes, every single choice we make is designed
to turn our ambitions into tangible results.

The desire to experiment goes hand in hand
with our company. The Filpucci name is
historically linked to revolutionary patented
materials and processes, and from the very
beginning we have passionately studied
technological advances and innovations in the
textile industry. Today, our aim is to put
innovation at the service of what we call
'responsible excellence', so that we can offer
our customers more and more yarns that
guarantee a reduced environmental impact
while also protecting animal welfare.
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The Filpucci story is a family affair
that spans generations and is
based on values such as love,
respect and responsibility. These
values characterise a company
that looks to the future in the
knowledge that we can no longer
manufacture without respecting
our Planet and its inhabitants of
today and tomorrow. This is
precisely why we are committed
to achieving and certifying the
highest environmental and social
standards for our raw materials
and our manufacturing and smart
design processes.

Our commitment never tires: we aim to continue to
pioneer sustainability in the textile district of Prato,
Italy, and in high-end knitwear, constantly innovating
our materials and production processes while
continuing to pursue the path of excellence and
responsibility.
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Our generated and distributed value
We produce in Italy to supply
responsible excellence to the world

Our production takes place entirely within Italy, but our customers are all around the
world.
The number of countries we serve is growing steadily (from 30 to 40 in the last four
years), as is our turnover (+50% compared to 2020). Our economic development fits
hand in glove with investments in innovation: we choose to reinvest a proportion of
our profits in novel solutions and equipment that can make our production
processes increasingly cutting-edge.

Turnover

40

Countries served

32%

37%

31%

from customers


from customers


from customers


in Italy

in Europe

Extra EU

650

Total customers

Key economic data
Total turnover:

€45,982,620

compared to 2020

Distribution to suppliers

€ 41,592,170.00

Distribution to employees (salaries and benefits)

€ 4,844,000.00

Distribution to the Community (donations)

8

+50%

€ 10,390.00

Distribution to Credit Institutions

€ 297,470.00

Distribution to Public Administration

€ 577,836.81
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Assets and investments
Investments:

€146,855.64

+143%

Of which plant and equipment:
Liabilities
Assets

€ 26,519.79
€ 22,558,937.00

We support those who work for 

the wellbeing of communities
Also in 2021, as we do every year, we
donated regularly to the activities of
local non-profit organisations, including
the Ami Prato Foundation for maternity
and childcare support, the AIRC
Foundation for cancer research, and the
Tommasino Bacciotti Onlus Foundation
for the study, support and raising
awareness of childhood brain tumours.
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compared to 2020

€ 146,855.64 (100%)

Our supply chain

For a short Made in Italy supply chain
The manufacturing processes throughout our supply chain are 100% Made in Italy
and take place almost entirely in Prato, one of the districts that has brought
prestige to Italian textiles and that allows us to ensure a high-quality service thanks
to the efficiency and timeliness of selected suppliers.
Our raw material suppliers also operate mainly in Italy and are evenly distributed
between Tuscany and other Italian regions.

Sourcing of suppliers
for external
processing activities
spinning, dyeing, winding 

and minor processes

Origin* of raw
material suppliers
*The data refer to the registered
office of the company
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100%
Italy
70%
Italy

95% Tuscany
88% Prato

5%
other regions
31% Prato
4% Tuscany
35% Other regions

11% Europe
19% Extra EU

Our Products

Our yarns 

and raw materials
From design to manufacturing, the quest for
increasingly responsible quality
We take huge pride in our Filpucci yarns, and we oversee
every single stage of the manufacturing process for our
creative products to make sure that we can continue to
satisfy the needs of our customers and achieve the
highest-possible standards of responsible excellence.

Total yarns 

produced in 2021:

1,077,393.82 kg

0.05%
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Returns

+52%

by customers due
to non-compliance

compared to 2020

-29% compared to 2020

We take the utmost care not only in the
manufacturing but also in the selection of
raw materials, one of our greatest strengths.
Our commitment to purchasing recycled and environmentally friendly
raw materials is not only a part of our heritage, but also a huge part of
our present and future: in 2021, we increased our purchase of such raw
materials, and we are committed to continuing in this direction in the
coming years.
Our responsibility is not only to the environment but also to
animal welfare: we were the first in Italy, in 2018, to obtain
the RWS (Responsible Wool Standard) certification, part of
the Textile Exchange's Responsible Animal Standard, which
was soon followed by several other certifications including
RMS (Responsible Mohair Standard) and SFA Cashmere
Standard.
In 2021, 40% of the raw materials purchased
were certified to have a reduced environmental

impact and/or promote animal welfare, with a
focus on recycled materials.

have a reduced
Total raw materials 


environmental impact

purchased:

and/or promote social rights 

1,327,617.47 kg

40%

or animal welfare*

with a

19%

increase in weight on total raw

materials compared to 2020

the main ones are:

50% GRS (Global Recycled Standard)
Raw materials presenting 

the most significant growth:
RWS
FSC

+84%

weight on total raw

+61%

to 2020

19% FSC (Forest Stewardship Council)
18%

GOTS (Global Organic Textile Standard)

materials compared

8% RWS (Responsible Wool Standard)

The complete list of certifications and trademarks included in the counting can be found in the box on page 1

1
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5.

Our certifications
The reliability of our commitment
We work hard to ensure that our production strategy is increasingly
traceable and transparent: this is why we are committed to selecting
the best certified raw materials and the best suppliers for our
production chain.
We also want to guarantee that our commitment is assessed through
objective and reliable instruments: this is why we have chosen to
certify our processes and yarns through the most authoritative
international certifications, in many cases among the first to do so in
Italy.
2017

2017

2018

GOTS

GRS

RWS

2018

FSC

2020

RMS

2021

2021

RAS

SFA

2021

Nativa™

wool

Licence no. 

GR0145

Licence no. 

C140699

Licence no. 

RW0001

Licence no. 

ICEA-TX-321

Certified by ICEA

Certified by ICEA

Certified by ICEA

Certified by ICEA

Licence no.  

GO0035

Licence no. 

RW0001

Licence no. 

RW0001

Licence no. 

ICEA-TX-321

Certified by ICEA

Certified by ICEA

Certified by ICEA

Certified by ICEA

RWS is the most important standard
when it comes to protecting the
welfare of sheeps and the land they
graze on. We are proud to be the first
in Italy to adopt this standard, with
licence number RW0001.
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Our responsible 

raw materials
Recycled materials

GRS
Global Rec

ycled Standard:  

products certified according to

Global Recycled Standard
(GRS) contain recycled material

the

that has been verified along
every stage of the supply chain,
from the recycling stage right
through to the final product.

GRS-certified organisations also
fulfil strict social, environmental
and chemical requirements.

Low-impact virgin 

raw materialS

ZING™ ECOVERO™

GOTS

FSC

LEN

Global Organic Textile Standard:

Forest Stewardship Council: 


Lenzing's trademark that

an international certification for

an international certification

guarantees that viscose fibres are

organically grown textile fibres

specific to the forestry sector

derived from certified renewable

(of plant or animal origin). This

and products - wood and non-

wood sources, obtained through a

also ensures compliance with

wood - derived from forests.

sustainable production process

environmental, social and

Used for viscose, it ensures

that complies with high

chemical standards in

proper and responsible forest

environmental standards

production processes.

management and traceability of

demonstrated by

EU Ecolabel
certification and Lenzing's high
position in Canopy's Hot Button
Ranking1.

forest products.

Virgin raw MATERIALS 

THAT PROMOTE animal welfare

RWS

RMS

RAS

Responsible Wool Standard: 


Responsible

this certification verifies wool

this certification verifies mohair

this certification verifies alpaca

fibres according to animal

fibres according to animal

fibre according to animal welfare

welfare and land management

welfare and land management

and land management

requirements, tracing them from

requirements, tracing them from

requirements, tracing it from the

the farm to the end product.

the farm to the final product.

farm to the final product.

NATIVA™ WOOL:

SFA

Mohair Standard: 


Responsible

A trademark owned by
Chargeurs Luxury Materials that

the first holistic standard to

guarantees the quality and

address the challenges of

traceability of wool fibres

sustainability in cashmere

I

Sustainable Fibre

Alliance: 


: the

throughout the value chain. t

production, in particular

also wor s to protect the health

welfare of goats, the

of the animals and the land they

environmental impact of

gra e on.

breeding and the social welfare

k

z

of herders.

1 Hot Button Ranking 2021, Canopy, https://hotbutton.canopyplanet.org/, accessed 26th April 2022
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Alpaca Standard:

The partnership with Re-Verso™ 

and the value of recycling
Since 2015, we have been working in partnership
with Re-Verso™, an Italian supply chain that provides
excellent quality fibres produced with a low
environmental impact, as they are re-engineered
from selected pre-consumer waste.
Over the years, the Re-Verso™ brand has become an
integral part of the sustainable excellence of our
yarns and processes, assuming a central role in the
history of our brand.
Re-Verso™ collects, sorts and processes preconsumer textile offcuts and scraps recovered from
already dyed wool and cashmere, effectively
creating an innovative and pioneering circular
production system.
The production of Re-Verso™ is 100% Made in Italy
and is sourced from prestigious partners who
guarantee an integrated, transparent and traceable
system.
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The value of recycling:

a story of craftsmanship and creativity
Prato is renowned throughout the world for a centuries-old
tradition that has become a symbol of excellence over the years:
the recycling of textile fibres.
It is a fascinating process that has been continually developing
and that allows us to bring a new lease of life to clothing and
scraps that can be transformed into high quality fabrics when
treated with just the right know-how and passion.
Through our network of suppliers, we select wool and cashmere
fibres that fulfil two prerequisites: the monomateriality of the
product to be recycled and its belonging to a 100% GRS (Global
Recycled Standard) certified production chain.
The carefully selected fibres then go through a recycling process divided into
several stages:

.1

.2

.3

Removal of 

non-recyclable items:
the material to be
recycled is prepared by
removing any seams
and accessories

Sorting:
the prepared materials
are sorted by
composition and colour

Tearing:
the sorted materials are
processed back into
fibres

The torn fibres then become new raw
material that we purchase to create our
own yarns through one last, fundamental
step: the creation of colour.

.4
Blending and colour creation:
there is no chemical dyeing or
technological wizardry, just the
long-standing skill of our experts,
who blend fibres of various
colours to create the exact shade
desired by the customer

Each 'blend' is unique and carries with it a far-flung story of craftsmanship and
creativity that becomes a legacy to be passed on into the future.
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LCA studies on the environmental
impact of our recycled yarns
Our willingness to demonstrate our commitment through facts does not stop at
trademarks and certifications: in 2021, we started a Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA) process. This is essentially a study of the environmental impact of a
product throughout its life cycle, to verify the reduced impact of our recycled
yarns compared to virgin yarn alternatives.
The study stayed true to the ISO 14040 and ISO 14044 standards and was
carried out on three of our best-known yarns (one of which comes in two
versions) - starting with the purchase of the raw material and ending with the
yarn supplied to our customers - based on 2020 production.

Global 

Warming 

Potential

Net Use of

Fresh Water

Cumulative

Energy

Demand

Yarn

kgCO2e/kg

l/kg

MJ/kg

JFK

-91%

-98%

-75%

SEVENTYFIVE

-50%

-40%

-42%

NINETYFIVE 14

-84%

-66%

-68%

NINETYFIVE 26

-58%

-53%

-50%

In comparison to a scenario analysis with yarns composed of 100% virgin raw material and undergoing fibre dyeing.

This analysis also allowed us to delve deeper into the most impactful
production steps, giving us concrete tools to further improve our
production process.
But we don't want to stop there: we are already increasing the
number of yarns tested from three to 14, so that we can continue to
analyse and reduce the impacts of our creations at every stage of
processing.
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Verification of chemical conformity
The adherence of our dye-works to the ZDHC Protocol
We are constantly working with our
supply chain to ensure that our
production processes are free from
hazardous chemicals, with the aim of
protecting our workers, our consumers
and the ecosystem.
In 2018, we updated the inspection plan defined on a
statistical basis, taking into account the reliability
and rating of each supplier, the purchase forecast for
the year and the type of raw material purchased.
Our yearly tests allow us to identify any criticalities
regarding purchased raw materials with respect to our
PRSL (Product Restricted Substances List) and to define
each supplier's rating for the following year.
Over the years, we have relied on
increasingly qualified and certified supply
chains for our raw material purchases: our

95%
95%

19 |

two main dyeworks Gruppo Colle and
top dyeing

Tintoria Fiordiluce (responsible for 95% of
the top dyeing and 95% of the yarn dyeing

yarn dyeing
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respectively) adhere to the ZDHC Protocol
for the elimination of hazardous chemicals.

Our

environmental

performance

Higg Index Verified
Verified evaluation, for maximum transparency
For Filpucci, accountability also means being open to
evaluation through credible and transparent
methodologies. This is why in 2018 we chose to register
on the Higg Index platform to quantify and disclose our
environmental performance through the Higg Facility
Environmental Module (Higg FEM).
The Higg FEM is a sustainability assessment
tool that standardises the way companies can
measure and analyse environmental
performance year after year. It therefore
allows us to identify risks and opportunities
that allow us to progressively reduce our
environmental impact.

To make our assessment even more
reliable, we also chose to entrust thirdparty validation to ELEVATE, a leading
international company in the field of
sustainability and supply chain services.
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Energy consumption
Our path towards a fossil-fuel-free future
Our energy consumption stems mainly from the need to
power the spinning lines and lighting in the premises and
from the consumption of natural gas for heating company
buildings.
We care as much about our environmental impact as we do
about the excellence of our yarns, which is why we have
embarked on a journey to reduce our dependence on fossil
fuels and introduce renewable energy sources in our
factories.

We have taken important steps towards energy
efficiency on company premises, replacing the old
lighting with LED lights, and we are already planning
to build a ground-mounted photovoltaic system of
over 6,000 square metres to allow us to produce our
own energy.
Since 2021, we have also embarked on a gradual
switch from company cars to plug-in hybrids, already
having installed the first charging stations in the
company car park.

In-house fuel
consumption from nonrenewable sources:

Indirect energy
consumption:
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Natural gas:

89,276 m3
Electricity consumption:

2,250,594 kWh

Atmospheric emissions

2021

Direct emissions


180.458

(Scope 1)1

Indirect energy emissions 


643.895

(Scope 2) Location Based2

Indirect energy emissions


1,032.055

(Scope 2) Market Based3

Other indirect emissions 


30.440
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Waste
management
Reduction and recycling

From 2019 to 2021, the amount of waste generated decreased from 87 tonnes
to 53.6 tonnes. The amount of waste generated has been continually
decreasing in recent years: in particular, in 2021 the amount of waste generated
halved, compared to 104 tonnes in 2018. Most of the waste generated is also
then used for recovery activities.

104
2018

Tonnes

Total waste produced:

87
2019

Tonnes

53.6t

53.6
2021

Tonnes

61%

-38%

Reduction in the amount of waste
produced compared to 20191

Used for recovery
activities2

1asWea benchmark
recorded a 5% reduction in waste produced compared to 2020. To ensure greater comparability of the data, the figure for 2020 was not used
in view of the impact of COVID-19 on business operations in the year 2020.
2 All operations with an R code as per the Waste Identification Form (FIR) with respect to total waste were considered.
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Our people

Our employees: the foundation of our company
Filpucci would not be what it is without the passion and skills of
the people who work hard every day in our factories and
contribute to the excellence we strive for through our
manufacturing processes.

Total employees:

91

98%

95%

60%

Full-time contracts

Permanent contracts

Female
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Our Code of Ethics
The principles that guide the integrity
of our work

Transparency, fairness, efficiency, collaboration
between colleagues, career growth and, last but
not least, competition are the ethical principles
we are committed to respecting through the
adoption of the 231 Organisational Model.
The way we conduct our relationships, with
everyone from employees to customers, from
partners to suppliers, and even institutions, as
well as our environmental policies, are officially
sanctioned and binding for top management and
all personnel alike.
No unlawful conduct or cases of corruption
directly or indirectly related to Filpucci's activities
have ever been detected and we will continue to
act with integrity.
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The Consorzio Promozione Filati’s Charter of Values

Appendix 1:

While we spin about 25% of our yarns in-house, we rely on an extensive
network of external suppliers to carry out the remainder of the spinning,
purchase the necessary raw materials and perform other processes such as
dyeing and winding.
Working together with other companies is part of our daily work that we carry
out in accordance with our principles and code of ethics.
We have therefore chosen to join and actively participate in the Consorzio
Promozione Filati (Yarn Promotion Consortium), a group of companies in the
Prato textile district belonging to the knitting yarn sector.
Aware of the importance of adopting high standards of health and safety for
workers and environmental protection, the Consorzio Promozione Filati has
drawn up a Charter of Values that we fully embrace and support.

The Consorzio Promozione Filati’s Charter of Values
This Charter of Values summarises the VALUES and COMMITMENTS shared
and better described in the 'Sustainability Protocol', a tool adopted by each
company for the implementation of the Management System as a concrete
realisation of the commitments undertaken.
The Charter of Values is also the basis for communications towards the
Consortium's stakeholders, such as shareholders or owners, customers,
suppliers, internal staff, institutions and the community.
All companies that adhere to the 'Sustainability Protocol' commit, in brief, to:

01. Values and goals
Establishing sustainability-oriented policies and values and pursuing them in
their business. Adopting management choices geared towards safeguarding
financial strength and current and prospective profitability.

02. Sustainable supply chain
Guiding

and raising awareness throughout the supply chain towards the values
and requirements of the 'Sustainability Protocol'.

Keeping suppliers updated on sustainable initiatives and monitoring their
activity. Optimising material handling.

03. Traceability
Establishing a system for acquiring and storing data on production that makes it
possible to oversee every step of the processing of the raw materials as well as
the activities of the party carrying out each process.
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04. Choice of materials

Appendix 1:

Evaluating the use of raw materials with a lower social and environmental
impact, manufactured according to criteria that ensure the protection of the
environment and biodiversity by producers who uphold the same ethical values.
Ensuring that raw materials of animal origin are obtained with respect for the
dignity of every living being.

05. Improvement of environmental performance
Ensuring legal compliance and better managing resources with the aim of
reducing environmental impact, with a particular focus on energy and water
resources. Monitoring the reduction of chemicals in the raw material, reducing
the use of toxic and harmful substances in the manufacturing process by
aligning with the MRSL of the 'Sustainability Protocol', and improving the
chemical performance of the finished product over time.

06. Improving social performance
Ensuring legal compliance, managing human resources in the best conceivable
way, complying with the basic requirements of international human rights
conventions, and raising awareness throughout and monitoring the supply
chain. Carefully managing legal compliance and the improvement of
occupational health and safety.

07. Reputation
Complying with the requirements of the 'Sustainability Protocol' for their own
activity and adopting behaviour in line with the commitments made.
Transparently communicating the result of company actions and monitoring the
outcome. Being open and available for surveillance and monitoring visits at the
company and throughout the supply chain. Being open to sharing data relevant
to the Sustainability Protocol for the shared growth of the Consorzio
Promozione Filati and its supply chain.
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Product requirements

Appendix 2:

During the reporting year, there were no cases of product nonconformity due to non-compliance with mandatory or voluntary
standards concerning the health and safety of products sold by our
company.
No sanctions were received for non-compliance with mandatory or
voluntary standards concerning labelling and information on products
sold.
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Reporting and communication

Appendix 3:

Filpucci S.p.A. is the parent company of a number of companies; in particular'
$ Filpiù, a company under Chinese law in which it has an 85% share2
$ Tintoria Fiordiluce S.r.l., in which it owns 100% of the shares2
$ Industria Filati Buzau IFB, a company under Romanian law in which it has a
30% share.

Fiscally, Filpucci is only obliged to prepare consolidated financial statements
with its Italian subsidiary Tintoria Fiordiluce. It should be noted, however, that
the data published in this document only relates to Filpucci.
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